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Introducing the new TOUR series pro bass speaker cabinets. This is the ultimate in modern, light-weight design. Featuring custom
neodymium drivers created by Epifani and Eminence, TOUR cabs deliver unstoppable performance in every club, theater, and stadium.

Superior design and craftsmanship are the keys to legendary sound. Every element comes together in concert to create a symphony of
full spectrum sound. Your lows are thundering yet well-defined. Your highs are crisp, bright, and brilliant. And, your mids are perfectly
tuned to cut through the band. This is your ultimate tone. It delivers 600w.

One size does not fit all

The TOUR series offers a configuration for every type of gig. On the go in the big city? Bring a big sound without the extra bulk. The
super light TOUR 112 gives you way more low end than any other cabinet this size. And it's easy to carry. For bigger rooms, pull out the
unique vertically stacked 210 or 310. Tons of power in a very small space. And, when it's time to go all out, the TOUR 410 has got you
covered with 900+ watts of huge sound (without the huge weight).

Custom Neodymium Epifani Speakers

Epifani TOUR cabinets include unique 10- and 12-inch speakers designed in partnership with Eminence. The enhanced, light-weight
design delivers full-spectrum sound in any room. And, a unique suspension system prevents creasing and tearing. The result is a
speaker that produces world-class sound, stands up to the rigors of the road, and never lets you down.

Absolute Attention to Detail

Every joint, every baffle, and every component is perfectly placed to create a better sounding speaker cabinet. The acoustic insulation is
specially chosen to provide superior damping without adding weight. And the placement of speakers, ports, and tweeters is measured by
the millimeter to ensure perfect performance.

Airtight Everywhere That Counts

Superior construction means ensuring that components like the crossover, back panel controls, and every single joint is absolutely
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airtight. When air escapes from regular cabinets it makes noise and alters the tuning of the cabinet which degrades your sound. Epifani
cabs are built to exacting tolerances to keep your sound moving in the right direction.

Tuned By Master Craftsmen

For decades Nick Epifani has painstakingly tuned each cabinet to perfection. From the setting of every speaker to the placement of each
connector, nothing is left to chance. When done right, the ports, baffles, and braces become like additional speakers, working in concert
to create a full, rich tone you won't find anywhere else.

A Smarter Crossover

The crossover acts like an onboard computer, deciding which frequencies are sent to the woofers and tweeters. Naturally, they’re
perfectly tuned by Nick Epifani himself. Built with high quality polypropylene capacitors specially designed to precisely render sparkling,
clear frequencies.

Superior Construction, Inside And Out

The front baffle is braced to prevent any loss of projection when the speakers push back. Additional bracing and acoustic insulation stop
unwanted frequencies and standing waves that degrade and distort your tone. The result is a cleaner, more focused sound and faster
projection than any other cabinet available.
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